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This paper is to give a type of closed graph theorem for topological
linear spaces similar to the one discussed in the previous paper [4],
generalizing and simplifying the results obtained in [1], [2], and [3].
We make use of the notations in [4].
A filter in a linear space E is said to be a LS-filter i q is
generated by the complements of all the finite union of linear subspaces

E (n- 1, 2,

.) such that E-

En.

A subset A of a linear space E is said to be linearly open if for
any straight line L in E, L fq A is open in L by its usual topology.
A filter q in a linear space E is said to be a P-filter if for every x
in E there exists a linearly open set A such that either A is disjoint
from or
considered as a filter in E, is finer than a LS-filter. (In
general, we identify a filter c in a subset of E with a filter in E

,

generated by .)
A linear topological space E (in the sequel we suppose that every
linear topological space is Hausdorff) is called a generalized netted
space (called GN-space in the sequel) if there exists a sequence of Pfilters
(n-- 1, 2, ..) such that every ultrafilter with
) (n- 1,
2,...) converges in E.
E is called a pre-GN-space if there exists a sequence of P-filters
(n- 1, 2, .) such that every ultrafilter V with
(n- 1, 2, .)
is a Cauchy-filter in E. The P-filters
in these cases, are called
defining filters for E.
Let 99 be a linear mapping rom a linear space E into a linear space
F. The image (A) of a linearly open subset A of E by is linearly
open in (E) and the inverse image -I(B) of a linearly open subset B
in (p(E) by 99 is linearly open in E.
If is an one-to-one linear mapping from E into F, then the image
(q) of a P-filter q in E is a P-filter.
If is a linear mapping from E into F, then the inverse image
?-’(q) of a P-filter q in F such that (E) is not disjoint from is a Pfilter in E. In particular, if E is a linear subspace of F, then for every
P-filter q in F such that E is not disjoint from q, q is a P-filter in E,
and a P-filter in E can be considered as a P-filter in F.
By virtue o these facts, we can see easily that the class of GN-

,
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spaces, as in the case of quasi-Souslin spaces (in [4]), is closed by the
following operations"
(1) The image E--(F) of a GN-space F by a continuous linear
mapping is a GN-space.
(2) The closed subspace E of a GN-space F is a GN-space.
(3) The product space E-= l E of GN-spaces E (n-1, 2,...) is
a GN-space.

(4) The inductive limit E of GN-spaces E (n-1, 2,...) is a GNspace.
First we prove that every metric linear space E is a pre-GN-space.

Let d be the distance unction in E. Put U(x)- y E Id(x, y)

<-

Let be the filter generated by the complements of all the finite union
is obviously a P-filter in E and we
of U(x)for all x in E. Then
).
(n= 1, 2,
show that E is a pre-GN-space with the defining filters
for every n, then there
Let be an ultrafilter in E such that
in E such that
Un(x).
exists a sequence of elements x (n- 1, 2,
Then is a Cauchy-filter in E.
Proposition. Let E be a linear topological space with a system of
subspaces En,n,...,n defined fov every finite sequence nl, n2,..., n of

:

natural numbers such that

E--E,En,-E,,
n=l

...,

n=l

Enl,n,...,nk-- U Enl,n2,.*.,n,n
Suppose a topology of pre-GN-space is given on each E,,...,n such
that for every infinite sequence (n}=,,..., if the restriction of a filter
in E,,...,n is a Cauchy-filter for every k=1,2,..., then f converges in E. Then E is a GN-space.
Proof, For each {n,n, ...n}, let ,,n,..., (i--1,2, ...) be
defining P-filters for E,,...,, V,,..., the filter generated by the
complements in E,,..., of all the finite union of E,,...,, (n-l,
2,...), and V0 the filter generated by the complement in E of all the
finite union o E (n=l, 2,...). We will prove that E is a GN-space
(i, n, n,
n) and 0,
with the defining filters
these filters being consider as P-filters in E. Let be an ultrafilter in
E such that
,n,..., or every i, n, n., n and
a natural number n such that g E
From
there
exists
0
V0.
and from
fnx there exists a nutural number n such that E,,.
Continuing this process, we can find a sequence {n}__,:... such that
or
every En,n,..., (k 1, 2, .) belongs to V. Since V
Cauchy-filter
a
is
of
in
the restriction
every i, k= 1, 2,
E,,...,

:

,,,...,, ,,...,
,,,,...,,
:
:
.,

.,

...,

:

,,...,
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for every k-- 1, 2, ., and hence, by the assumption,
E. Thus E is a GN-space.
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Netted spaces of [1] and [2], and afl--representable spaces of [3]
GN-spaces,
because they are special cases of the linear topological
are
space E with a system of subspaces E,,,..., satisfying the condition
of the proposition, where the topology given on each E,,..., is
metric.
Corresponding to the closed graph theorem for quasi-Souslin space
in [4], we obtain the following
Theorem. Every graph closed linear mapping from a linear
topological space F of second category into a GN-space E is continuous.
Proof. Let E be a GN-space with defining P-filters On. I we can
prove that there exists a sequence of subsets A (i-1, 2, ...) o F such
that A is everywhere second category in F,AA/, and, for every
x in A, there exists a neighborhood U of x such that U A is disjoint
rom -1(), then the same argument as in the corresponding proof
in [4] can be applied to complete our proof. We put F-A0. Now we
show that we obtain a sequence o subsets A (i-1,2, ...) such that
each A satisfies the ollowing condition (.) in addition to the above
condition.
For every x in A there exist a linearly open set L x in F
(.) and a second category linear subspace H x of F such that

ALH.
Clearly A0 satisfies the condition (.). For each i when A is already
determined, we determine A/I in the ollowing way. Let {(V, B)}e
be a maximal amily o pairs (V, B) with the following conditions (1)
to (4):
(1) B is everywhere second category in non-void open set V.
(2) A B, B is disjoint rom -(G /).
(3) B satisfies the condition (.).
(4) V V,- if 2 =/= 2’.
Put A,+,-Lfl B. Suppose there exists an open set W such that W V

f3 for all 2 e d. For x in W f A,, there exist a linearly open set L x
in F and a second category linear subspace H x of F such that
W A, D L H x. As G + is a P-filter in E, 9-1(, +1) is also a P-filter
in F. So there exists a linearly open set M 3 x in F such that M is
either disjoint from 9-(q,+1) or {9-1(,+)} is finer than a LS-filter F
defined by a sequence of subspaces F (k- 1, 2, .). Put C- L f H f M
in the first case, and, in the second case, C L H M F where k is
chosen as to let C be second category. Putting V-O(C) and B-- V C,
we obtain a pair (V, B) and the family {(V, B), (V, B)} satisfying (1),
(2), (8), and (4), contradicting the maximality of {(V,B)}e3. So we
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have proved that ) V, is dense in F, and then it is obvious that A/
satisfies all the required conditions.
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